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Why Reddit?

Challenges Results
Between 2011-2020 more than 526,316 people in the U.S. lost their lives
to a drug overdose. The drug abuse epidemic has been on the rise in the
past few years, particularly after the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.
This drug-involved overdosing epidemic not only damages families and
communities but also exhausts healthcare providers and mental health
prevention and treatment efforts

we introduce PRISTINE (opioid crisis detection on reddit), our work
dynamically detects and extracts evolving misleading drug names from
Reddit comments using reinforced Dynamic Query Expansion (DQE) and
constructs a textual Graph Convolutional Network with the aid of
powerful pre-trained embeddings to detect which type of drug class a
Reddit comment corresponds to. Further, we perform extensive
experiments to investigate the effectiveness of our model.
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TABLE I: Overall performance of baseline methods in comparison to
our method on 8,000 Reddit comments for each drug-class.
Embedding(Emb), Percision (P), Recall (R), and micro-F1 (F1)

PRISTINE outperformed baselines LR, NB, and KNN, and performed well compared to SVM,
MLP and XGBoost. Embeddings improved the performance of the baselines, except for KNN.
XGBoost+S-BERT had better results than PRISTINE+Bow and PRISTINE+TF-IDF, demonstrating
the impact of embeddings. The proposed method outperformed the top baseline,
XGBoost+S-BERT, by 9.3%, 8.9%, and 9.1% in precision, recall, and F1 respectively.

TABLE II: PRISTINE fine-grained drug class resultsFramework Architecture 

➢ Challenge 1: Fine-grained drug category classification
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Depressant Cannabis Hallucinogens Inhalants Narcotics Steroids 

➢ Challenge 2: Dynamic drug names

Cocaine Speedball Pearl Flake Line Snow cones

➢ Challenge 3: Implement GCN to capture drug-related text-based
features of large-volume text
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The left chart is the number of
comments and unique users
in the ’r/Drugs’ subreddit, and
the right chart is for
the ’r/addiction between
2018-2020. The left Y-axis for
both charts denotes No. of
comments, and the right Y-
axis denotes the No. of unique
users.

Word and sentence count
distribution of 5 years data
from r/drugs subreddit, (X-
axis = sentence count, Y-axis =
word count). The red line
shows the most cases of word
counts of tweets (63 words)
colored in light blue.

Subreddits character count
distribution. (X-axis = the
months over 5 years, Y-axis =
the character count of each
subreddit in r/drugs. The light
blue color represents the
tweet max character count
(250)

It is noticeable that some classes are
detected more accurately than others,
and our observation of that is that some
drugs are used in combination with other
drugs which causes the model to miss-
classify the Reddit comment.

TABLE III: The initial seed query for Narcotics and examples of
the Expanded keywords

TABLE V: PRISTINE’s Performance in classifying Subreddit Posts
by Drug Classes. A = Actual label, P = Predicted, N=Narcotics

A P Subreddit comment

N N ”@I’ve recently been getting a morphine heavy fent cut mix the pins and 

needles in my hands after the shot almost hurt most times but the fent 

usually evens me out and sends me into a good nod. ”
N N ”@I just had 4 hydros and some codeine set up to take and I backed out last 

second. Proud of myself but I’m going to relapse ”
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